Officials: Europe is Not a Raped Woman, ‘She Deserved It’.

It seems to me that we are beginning to live in a world in which reality is overtaking fiction. Who could have imagined a year ago that in the streets of European cities such as Cologne helpless, European women will be violated in 'broad daylight'? Well, maybe it was still possible to imagine, but that they would be raped by a group of immigrants from countries located thousands of kilometres from Germany?

At this point, public opinion is shocked by the violence of Cologne, however, this is not an isolated event. The difference between Cologne and other places lies in the fact that in this case what happened just entered public awareness. Things like this happen a lot. I cite here just a few examples.

The doctor told me 'do it'.

In an interview with the German newspaper Bild, a German policeman said that the type of events like Cologne were previously recorded in Bavaria. ‘In the past few months, only once it happened that the offences were committed by a German. The rest of the cases involved asylum seekers’. The Swedish media report that the bulk of cases of sexual harassment of women occurred during one of last year's youth festivals in Stockholm. Police data shows that at least 150 girls were sexually attacked - in just a few days of the festival - including 11-12 year-old children (data based only on declarations). The perpetrators are alleged to have been a group of approx. 200 young men who came to Sweden from Afghanistan.

In Finland, in turn, 120 complaints regarding assaults on women have been recorded. So far, the police were able to identify 16 people. Most of these people come from "north Africa".

Denmark is the next country on the list. Local government politicians say that in three Danish cities have seen sexual harassment of women by immigrants from asylum seeker centres. This applies to the town of Thisted. Similarly, in Sønderborg, there were numerous cases of touching women in public places without their consent. The perpetrators were immigrants from local centres.

The cases about which we learn are only those which managed to leak to the public. Evidence of this is even a statement from forensics specialist and former justice minister of Lower Saxony Christian Pfeiffer. In the TV program Phoenix Runde Pfeiffer said that in one of the television station he was instructed that he cannot link the New Year's Eve attacks of sexual violence with the problem of refugees. He was told that otherwise the interview will be interrupted immediately.

Pretty well the whole question of rape 52 years old muslim Lale Akgün (born in Istanbul, lives in Cologne) commented on in an interview with Deutsche Welle. He is a psychologist, a member of the SPD, in 2002-2008 deputy of the party to the Bundestag. ‘For these men, these women, who live in complete contradiction with their principles and what teaches imam at the mosque are sluts, objects of desire and contempt.'

Acceptance of criminals

What happened in Cologne is not only rape of defenceless women, but showing in what state western Europe now is. Europe is not only a raped woman, but is a woman who is abandoned by her men. In the end, Europe being a raped
woman cannot even complain that she was raped because she will be accused of 'racism'. An example is the case of 26 year old woman named Selina, who was interviewed for a German TV channel SWR Fernsehen in which she spoke about the attacks in Cologne. The creator of a video in which she was slandered found her account on Instagram and on Facebook, made public all the data and showed everyone where she works. Video has been shown a quarter of a million times. The girl in the movie has met with threats at work, on Facebook accused her of racism and far-right views. Thus we have come to a complete disarmament of self-preservation instinct of Europe.

Perhaps the censorship of German media about rapes have been taking by refugee and infirmity of the German police is taking itself to heart by the government of Merkel, in the words of Peter Sutherland ‘Germany can take much more and will continue to have a people shortage due to its aging of the population ... Governments must pursue policies providing positive news that migrants are good for the European environment, economically and in every other way, rather than constantly showing them as a burden, because they are not really a burden. In a very short time, they will have a positive impact on the community in which they live’.

In view of the fact that 'Governments must pursue policies which convey positive news that migrants are good for the European environment'. We may think that more and more unpunished rapes are being swept under the carpet. In turn people, who cannot count on the police having their hands tied will go towards getting stronger grassroots citizens' movements. Though such as self-defense patrol which was developed in Finland - called "Soldiers of Odin", or German patrol "Civil Protection". Also, in several cities of the Rhineland, after the dramatic events of New Year's Eve, residents have began spontaneously organize.

You do not have to be a Nazi to sympathize with those movements. What would you do if ten attackers attacked on your girlfriend wanting to rape her? Would you not be grateful to those who rescued her from the hands of torturers? Precisely for this reason it is growing more and more sympathy of so-called normal people to self-defense moves. As a result of less and less efficient police service, it is just nothing more than a survival instinct. Because what choice do you have? Perhaps what is being suggested by the Austrian police? The head of the Vienna police Gerhard Pürstl said: 'Women should not even leave the house alone at night. They should avoid suspicious places, and pubs and clubs to party only with people they know'.

**Taharrush and European women**

The more censorship, 'political correctness', binding the hands of the police, the more people will be radicalized and go towards grassroots self-defense groups that will guarantee security for them instead of the police and the censored media.

Today, I learned about another group rape, this time of a three-year-old boy who was raped in a refugee center Akuttinnkvartering Forus in Stavanger, Norway. Going hand in hand with the demands of the Peter Sutherland, the destruction of sovereign states, are anarchists and all sorts of so-called left-wing movements in Europe. The goal is still the largest possible European integration with refugees. These efforts may eventually produce a measurable effect. According to a report by the United Nations, in fifteen years Sweden will become a third world country. Is that how come true at the end a dream for integration and assimilation Europe with refugees?

An example of European integration with the third world countries is case of That Amon Abdullah, a journalist of Swedish radio which left the country last year and returned to his native Somalia - he told Swedish television that his native lands are more safe than Stockholm.

In turn, the Swedish journalist Ingrid Carlqvist decided to leave Sweden because of persecution. Carlqvist and Danish journalist Lars Hedegaard launched its online newspaper "Dispatch international", which describes the problems of immigration that mainstream media in Sweden ignore. Hedegaard was beaten last year in Copenhagen by immigrants who came to his house, and narrowly escaped death.

What can we do in a situation when Europe so intensively integrates with third world countries? Quite good advice for every crisis gives us German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schäuble. "If am relaxed about any worsening of the crisis, it's because if the crisis gets worse then intensify the possibilities for change'.

And maybe, we should not judge the events in Cologne too radically. Perhaps this is just a way of spending free time of new European settlers, something Western Europe, aspiring to become a third world country, should just get used to. I suppose that's what Peter Sutherland meant when he said: 'In a very short time they will have a positive impact on the community in which they live'. With the innovative demographic reforms of the Angela Merkel government, European women must realize that maybe some of them, as seen in events in Cologne, may have to participate native
traditions of new neighbors. But the question is – can German women stand it?
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